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Abstract
This paper describes a new version of our machine translation system PENSÉE. In the light of its past systems, new PENSÉE is designed to improve portability from developers' point of view and translation quality from users' point of view. The features of new PENSÉE are: 1) Java implementation and 2) pattern-based transfer approach. In addition, new PENSÉE places a great importance on user interface especially in building user dictionaries. We will discuss why and how we resolve the existing MT problems and present dictionary building tools to support user customization.

1 Introduction
We have been researching and developing a series of machine translation (MT) systems “PENSÉE”. PENSÉE appeared on the market first as a Japanese to English MT system in 1986 and then as an English to Japanese one in 1988. In the early stage, PENSÉE was a rule-based transfer MT system running on a workstation. With the improvement in the computer performance and the increase of personal computer (PC) users in 1990’s, PENSÉE has changed its platform from a workstation to a PC.

The number of MT users is growing year by year. And accordingly, a more comfortable user environment and a higher-quality translation will be required. To meet the demand of those users, we are launching a new version of PENSÉE which features 1) Java implementation and 2) pattern-based approach. Java implementation ensures portability and security on network computing. Pattern-based approach improves the quality of translation and makes customization easier. In addition, new PENSÉE places a great importance on user interface especially in building user dictionaries. In this paper, we will describe the features of new PENSÉE and present dictionary building tools to support user customization.

2 Java Implementation
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of new PENSÉE (we call it “PENSÉE” here after). PENSÉE is written entirely on Java platform. Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by Sun Microsystems. Inc [Gosling et al. 96]. Under the slogan “Write once, run anywhere”, Java has been designed for use on networks from the beginning. The application written in Java works on any kind of compatible devices that support the Java platform.

This Java platform’s ideal fits the trend of the computer world. Under the circumstances that users can choose and change their platforms to their tastes, the applications are expected to work on as many platforms as possible. Java enables us to develop PENSÉE independent of platforms and saves the time and expense of multiple ports. We are developing PENSÉE on a network computing environment and confirm that PENSÉE will run on the different platforms, such as Unix, Windows, MacOS, and Java OS, without any adjustments 1.

Another merit in adopting Java implementation is that Java makes it easier to use components of the application. This brings us not only the simplicity of system design but also the reusability of components. PENSÉE includes the components which are useful to other natural language processing systems. However, it was difficult to share the components because they heavily depended on specific implementation details. We designed an application programming interface

1 After the development period, we will register PENSÉE for the 100% Pure Java(TM) certification process.
API) for natural language processing systems and develop PENSÉE according to the API. Therefore the components of PENSÉE can be used smoothly in the other NLP applications.

3 Pattern-based Translation

As to translation, we employ a pattern-based transfer approach [Abeille et al. 90] [Takeda 96]. This approach uses a set of bilingual patterns shown in table 1. In the parsing process, trees are rewritten by applying the source patterns. Terminals and non-terminals are processed in the same framework but lexicalized patterns have priority over symbolized patterns. A plausible parse tree will be selected among possible parse trees by the number of patterns applied. Then the parse tree is transferred into target language by using target patterns which are correspondent to the source patterns.

Table 1: Examples of bilingual patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S – 1:NP 2:VP</td>
<td>S – 1:NP 3:2:VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP – a 1:N</td>
<td>NP – 1:N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP – 1:V 2:NP</td>
<td>VP – 2:NP を 1:V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP – take 1:NP</td>
<td>VP – 1:NP をする</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V – take a bath</td>
<td>VP – 風呂に入る</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N – bath</td>
<td>N – 風呂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pattern format is simple but highly descriptive. It can represent complicated linguistic phenomena and even correspondences between quite different structures in the languages. All the knowledge necessary for the translation, whether grammar rules or user dictionaries, will be compiled in the pattern format. It allows users to customize translations easily and effectively. Most commercial MT systems, including former PENSÉE series, limit the entries for user dictionaries in words and frozen expressions. Pattern-based translation, on the other hand, enable users to enter flexible expressions and even grammar rules as far as they follow the pattern format. Therefore, users can obtain high-quality translations by building user dictionaries (=patterns).

In the following section, we will discuss the importance of user customization and present dictionary building tools to support the user customization.

4 Customization

4.1 Workflow

User dictionaries are developed by users to supplement or override the terms supplied in the system dictionaries. Users tend to use MT systems in very limited domains in which only one possible use of a word is necessary. Therefore, building a sufficient user dictionary is essential to a high-quality translation.

Development of a user dictionary should be automated as much as possible because it is one of the most time-consuming tasks for MT users. PENSÉE provides dictionary building tools, a vocabulary builder and a pattern editor, to support users in building their own dictionaries efficiently. The tools are used for the following purposes: the vocabulary builder extracts translation candidates automatically and the pattern editor helps users to make translation patterns.

Figure 2 is a workflow of dictionary building process. We assume that users are translators who need to make a considerable amount of translation in a specific domain and accumulate translation they have done. Before using the vocabulary builder and the pattern editor, English document and its Japanese correspondent should be aligned sentence by sentence. To align the sentences, we calculate similarity of word distribution and a document format such as blank spaces and indents [Sukehiro et al. 98]. Sentence alignment is started up when a user selects bilingual documents and click the "align" button on the display. Figure 3 and figure 4 show bilingual documents before and after the sentence alignment. Users can edit the result interactively if there is an irrelevant alignment.

4.2 Vocabulary Builder

Vocabulary builder extracts correspondences of word sequences in aligned bilingual documents. It is based on the method of finding correspondences proposed
Figure 2: Workflow of dictionary building

Figure 3: Display before sentence alignment

Figure 4: Display after sentence alignment
by [Kitamura and Matsumoto 96]. Translation candidates of word sequences are evaluated by a similarity measure between the sequences defined by the co-occurrence frequency and independent frequency of the word sequence.

All a user has to do is to click the “learn” button after the sentence alignment. Then the vocabulary builder starts the process and displays the translation candidates. They are not word-to-word translations but the translations that reflect the word preference of the domain in which they are acquired. Figure 5 shows the result of vocabulary builder acquired from the aligned sentences in figure 4. Users are able to modify the result through GUI if it contains irrelevant word sequences. Then they enter the word list into the user dictionary by clicking the “entry” button.

Figure 5: Result of vocabulary builder

According to [Kitamura and Matsumoto 96], the vocabulary builder extracts the correspondences with 80% accuracy, which depends on the volume of the documents. We think it will be so practical as to reduce users’ work. The vocabulary builder is now used to extract correspondences of word sequences. But it will be improved to extract monolingual word sequences from a monolingual document and also correspondences of uncontinuous word sequences from bilingual documents [Shimohata et al. 99].

4.3 Pattern Editor

Pattern editor enables users to make translation patterns with simple operation. Users specify the words or phrases in certain English sentence and Japanese translation which can be symbolized by certain grammatical units. Then, translation patterns are generated from the sentences users have marked up.

Take a sentence in figure 6, for example. First, “the dynamic optimization” is marked up by mouse dragging and identified as a noun phrase by clicking “NP” button. Next, “動的最適化”, the translation of “the dynamic optimization”, is marked up and identified as a noun phrase. Then, both phrases are given the same number to show that they are correspondent to each other. This process is repeated until no substitutive correspondence is remained. After the mark-up is finished as shown in figure 7, the translation patterns are generated by clicking “yes” button. In this example, three translation patterns shown in table 2 are generated from the marked up sentences.

Figure 6: Display before pattern editing

Figure 7: Display after pattern editing

The pattern editor reduces both the time to make translation patterns and the careless mistakes such as lack of “]”. But we think it is still time-consuming to make translation patterns manually. We are aiming to shift pattern making process to automatic extraction by extending the vocabulary builder. In that case, the pattern editor will be used as a supplementary tool.
5 Conclusion

We have described the current status of our new MT system PENSÉE. This system is designed to fit into the real translation environment. The most important improvement is that users can obtain translations as they expected with far less effort than they did. We believe that PENSÉE will make a great impact upon improving usability in both system developers and MT users.
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